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Abstract 

This study aims to design a new hybrid twin autonomous underwater vehicle (HTAUV) consisting of dual 

cylinder hulls and analyze its pitching motion. The kinematic model for the HTAUV is established, followed by the 

execution of hydrodynamic simulation CFD of the HTAUV using Ansys Fluent. These simulations are conducted 

to obtain the hydrodynamic force equation of the HTAUV, which relates to the deflection angle of the elevator. 

Through the motion simulation of the HTAUV, under the same net buoyancy condition, notable differences emerge 

when the elevator is deflected. Specifically, parameters such as gliding speed, gliding angle, and pitch angle of the 

HTAUV are larger when the elevator is deflected, as compared to cases where no deflection is applied.  
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1. Introduction 

Underwater robots play an important role in the exploration of the unknown underwater world [1], which are remotely 

operated vehicles (ROVs), autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), and underwater gliders (UGs) represent underwater 

robots. ROVs are operated by a human operator using a remote control, and they are tethered to a surface vessel, which supplies 

power and communications. ROVs can be used for deep-sea exploration, search and rescue operations, and underwater 

construction and maintenance [2]. AUVs are self-propelled and operate without human intervention, AUVs are used for 

mapping the ocean floor, oceanography, and marine biology research [3]. UGs move through the water by changing their 

buoyancy. They use a low-power propulsion system to navigate and are used for long-term ocean monitoring [4]. However, 

the operational duration of AUVs are not long and the UGs’ motion is sinusoidal such that they can not inspect or monitor 

underwater surface. To solve this problem, a study on a new underwater vehicle is required.  

A hybrid twin autonomous underwater vehicle (HTAUV) is a type of underwater robot that is designed to have the hybrid 

functions of the AUV and the UG. It combines two different propulsion systems, typically a gliding system (UG mode) and a 

propeller or thruster system (AUV mode), to provide long-range movement and accurate inspection on the underwater surface. 

The twin configuration of the body provides increased stability and maneuverability [5], allowing it to navigate through 

complex underwater environments with ease, making it an ideal platform for a variety of oceanographic applications, including 

scientific research, environmental monitoring, and underwater mapping [6]. Based on the uncertainty of the underwater 

environment and the limitations of the system, there are certain challenges and difficulties in the control of AUVs [7]. 

Computer fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation is one of the most common ways to obtain hydrodynamic parameters of underwater 
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equipment easily and quickly in the research process of underwater equipment [8-12]. Nguyen et al. [13] have proposed a 

robust adaptive control algorithm for the hybrid underwater glider (HUG). In the descend and ascend periods, the pitch control 

is designed using the backstepping technique and direct adaptive control. A new method of detecting the position of the docking 

station using a light source is presented. Also, a newly developed optical sensor which makes it much easier to sense the light 

source than the camera system for homing of the AUV under the water is performed [14]. 

In the HTAUV, the pitching motion is very important for accurate underwater inspection, which is controlled by the 

elevator. The main purpose of this paper is to analyze and study the effect of the elevator on the motion of HTAUV in the 

vertical plane. In this paper, Ansys Fluent is used to simulate the hydrodynamic force of THAUV under different elevator 

deflection angles to obtain the relationship between hydrodynamic lift, drag, hydrodynamic moment, and elevator deflection 

angle. Through the simulation results, the direction of the deflection angle of the elevator during the diving and surfacing of 

the THAUV can be obtained. 

2. Design of the HTAUV and Mathematic Model 

As a platform for underwater monitoring and detection, the HTAUV consists of a combination of multiple components 

that are considered individual rigid bodies, and the kinematic equations of the HTAUV are obtained by analyzing the motions 

of these rigid bodies. This section focuses on the structural design of the HTAUV and the construction of the kinematic model 

of the HTAUV. 

2.1.   Structure of the HTAUV 

The HTAUV is a new type of underwater monitoring platform with two buoyant bodies, which allows it to carry more 

energy and a variety of measurement equipment. The two buoyant bodies are connected by an aluminum plate, which can also 

be considered as a fixed-wing of the HTAUV. The size of the fixed wing plate not only determines the hydrodynamic lift, drag, 

and hydrodynamic moment received by the HTAUV during underwater operation but also the stability of the overall HTAUV 

structure. Most of the hydrodynamic resistance to HTAUV operation underwater comes from the viscous forces on the buoyant 

body. To reduce the resistance to underwater movement, the main body of the HTAUV is a torpedo-shaped rotating body, the 

rotating body is modeled using the Myring hull profile equations. The structure of the HTAUV is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 The structure of HTAUV 

The HTAUV is a comprehensive electronics platform that is equipped with a control system, sensors, and electronic 

devices inside the hull. The sensors are the camera, Doppler velocity logger (DVL), altimeter, ultra-short baseline (USBL), 

conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD), antenna, image sonar, and optical communication system. Fig. 2 depicts the detailed 

equipment layout of the HTAUV. 
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Fig. 2 The detailed equipment layout of HTAUV 

An aluminum plate wing is attached between the two buoyant bodies. This arrangement ensures not only the structural 

stability of the HTAUV during underwater navigation but also provides a hydrodynamic lift for the HTAUV during ascents 

and descents. As a result, the HTAUV can achieve a gliding mode without the need for power. As shown in Fig. 1, the HTAUV 

is approximately symmetric about the xz-plane in the top view and about the xy-plane in the side view. A pair of elevators are 

installed at the rear of the fuselage, mainly to control the hydrodynamic moment generated by the HTAUV while sailing 

underwater and to achieve pitch attitude control.  

HTAUV is an underwater vehicle where the change in buoyancy force, generated by the buoyancy engine, facilitates the 

sinking and floating of HTAUV in the water. During the sinking and surfacing motion of HTAUV, the fixed airfoil experiences 

a reaction force from the surrounding fluid that propels it forward, resulting in a cyclic zigzag motion trajectory. The design 

in this paper uses a piston-cylinder type buoyancy engine mechanism, which achieves periodic changes in buoyancy through 

the reciprocating motion of the piston. The piston, piston rod, and other parts constitute an integral unit within the HTAUV, 

and their position is adjustable. 

Therefore, the piston assembly can be considered a movable mass. To achieve imaging scanning of submarine slopes 

with slope, roll control of HTAUV is achieved in this design utilizing motor-driven roller masses. Additionally, a roller 

deflection system is configured in both buoyant bodies. Since the deflection angle of the elevator is small and the center of 

mass of the elevator is located close to the XY plane of HTAUV’s body coordinate system, the changes in the center of mass 

and floating center caused by the deflection of the elevator are ignored in this paper. The distribution of mass points and center 

of mass in HTAUV is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3 The distribution of mass points and center of mass 

HTAUV is a rigid body system consisting of a piston assembly (��� � ���), a rotating mass (��� � ���) and a static 

mass (���). In this paper, the effect of the rotating masses is not considered and their positional coordinates are always constant, 
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then the static mass in this case is �� (��� � ��� � ���). To avoid the unstable operation of the left and right sides due to the 

buoyancy difference, the pistons of the left and right buoyancy engines will be synchronized, and thus the pistons on both sides 

are considered as one mass block (��). The total mass of HTAUV consists of several components, and the total mass equation 

can be expressed by: 

� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � �� � �� (1) 

The position of the center of mass of each mass is shown in Fig. 3, and the center of mass of HTAUV can be obtained by 

extrapolating the following equation 

	
� � ����	�� � ���	�� � ���	�� � ���	�� � ���	�� �⁄  (2) 

	��, 	��, 	��, 	��, and 	�� in Eq. (2) are the positional coordinates of the pistons on the left and right sides, the rotating rollers 

on both sides and the static mass of the body in the body coordinate system, respectively. 

The HTAUV uses a piston-type buoyancy engine to change the buoyancy force underwater. When the piston sucks in 

water, the buoyancy force is less than gravity, and the HTAUV moves downward. When the piston drains the water, the 

resulting buoyancy force is greater than gravity, causing the HTAUV to move upward. To avoid the instability of the HTAUV 

caused by the difference in buoyancy between the left and right sides, both sides of the buoyancy engine will work in 

synchronization. The left and right sides of the buoyancy engine have equal ballast water and the equation for the ballast water 

can be expressed by: 

�� � ������ � ���� (3) 

Here, ρ is the density of water, � is the radius of the piston (� � 0.05�), and �� is the displacement of the piston along 

the x-axis. In the initial state, the HTAUV is suspended in water, achieving equilibrium between gravity and buoyancy. The 

net buoyant mass of the HTAUV is the mass of ballast water in the two buoyancy engines. Therefore, the expression of the 

net buoyancy of HTAUV can be expressed by: 

�� � 2 � �� (4) 

This paper focuses on the effect of the tail-end elevator on the pitch angle of the HTAUV in the vertical plane. When the 

HTAUV reaches a stable glide underwater, the forces on it will reach an equilibrium state, and the force schematic of the 

HTAUV is shown in Fig. 4. The symbols of each parameter in Fig. 4 are explained as follows: �, �, and � represent the pitch 

angle, angle of attack, and glide angle of the HTAUV, respectively.  , D, and "#$  are the hydrodynamic lift, drag, and 

hydrodynamic moment on the HTAUV, respectively. 

 

Fig. 4 The forces schematic of the HTAUV 
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2.2.   Mathematic model of HTAUV 

The coordinate system of HTAUV’s motion was established, as shown in Fig. 5. The coordinate system includes a 

reference coordinate system E-XYZ, body coordinate system O-xyz with the buoyancy center of HTAUV as the coordinate 

origin, in addition to the velocity coordinate system %& of THAUV’s motion. 

 

Fig. 5 The coordinates of the HTAUV 

The size of the elevator is very tiny compared to the HTAUV body, and the amplitude of the deflection angle of the 

elevator is very small. Therefore, the effect of the elevator on the buoyancy and the added mass of the HTAUV during the 

deflection process is ignored in this paper, and only the effect of the deflection of the elevator on the hydrodynamic parameters 

is considered. As shown in Fig. 5, the position of HTAUV in the reference coordinate system can be expressed as the vector ' � (), +, ,-., The translational linear and angular velocities of HTAUV in the reference coordinate system are denoted as 

vectors / � (�, 0, 1-. and 2 � (3, 4, �-., respectively. 

In [15-16], detailed motion control equations for the underwater glider in three-dimensional space were derived. The 

orientation of the HTAUV relative to the conference coordinate system is specified by the rotation matrix R, which is expressed 

with three rotation angles (∅, �, 6-. The transformation matrix from the body-fixed frame O-xyz to the conference coordinate 

E-XYZ can be expressed by: 

7 � 89:;<9:;� −;>?<9:;@ � 9:;<;>?�;>?@ ;>?<;>?@ � 9:;<9:;@;>?�;>?<9:;� 9:;<9:;@ � ;>?@;>?�;>?< −9:;<;>?@ � ;>?�;>?<9:;@−;>?� 9:;�;>?@ 9:;�9:;@ A (5) 

For a vector B � (BC, BD, BE-F, the skew-symmetric matrix is expressed as: 

BG � 8 & −BE BDBE & −BC−BD BC & A (6) 

For any vector H � (HC, HD, HE-F, the vector product of x and y is expressed as: 

BGH � B � H (7) 

The kinematics of the HTAUV can be written as: 

7I � 72G  (8) 

'I � 7/ (9) 
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Let JK and %K represent the total linear momentum and angular momentum of the HTAUV in the Earth-fixed reference 

coordinate, respectively. JL,K is denoted as the total momentum of the piston. 

JI K � M NOBP,Q
R

QSC  (10) 

%I K � MTBQ � NOBP,QUR
QSC � M VOBP,W

X
WSC  (11) 

JI L,K  � YLZ[ � M NQ\P,YL
]

[SC  (12) 

Here, [ is a unit vector point in the direction of gravity, NOBP,Q is the external force exerted on the glider system, and VOBP,W is 

the external torque applied to the system. Vector BQ applies the point of application of the external force concerning the Earth’s 

reference frame. The force N^_`,ab exerts on the left and right pistons from the glider body. 

J represents the total linear momentum of the glider-fluid system expressed in the body-fixed reference frame, c 

represents the total angular momentum of the origin of the body coordinate, and J� represents the total momentum of the left 

and right pistons. 

JK � 7J (13) 

%K � 7c � ' � JK (14) 

JL,K � 7JL (15) 

Combining Eqs. (8) and (9), the derivatives on both sides of Eqs. (10)-(15) above can be calculated as follows: 

JI K � 7TJI � 2G JU (16) 

%I K � 7TcI � 2G cU � 7/ � JK � ' � JI K (17) 

JI L,K � 7TJI L � 2G JLU (18) 

The following dynamic equations are obtained in the body frame: 

JI � J � 2 � 7F M NOBP,Q
R

QSC  (19) 

cI � c � 2 � J � / � 7F M�(BQ − '- � NOBP,QR
QSC � 7F M VOBP,W

X
WSC  (20) 

JI � � J� � 2 � ��d[ � 7F M N^_`,ab
]

[Se  (21) 

Here, 7F ∑ N^_`,ab][Se  is the internal force exerted on the piston in the body-fixed frame. Let 

JI � � g� � J� � 2 � ��d[ � 7F M N^_`,�
]

[Se  (22) 

The total kinetic energy of the glider fluid is calculated, and the kinetic energy of the piston and static mass is expressed as 

follows: 
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Fh � CD i /2jF kYhRE�E −Yh	lhYh	lh Xh m i/2j (23) 

FL � CD n /2	I LoF pYLRE�E YL	lL YLRE�EYL	lL −YL	lL	lL YL	lLYLRE�E YL	lL YLRE�Eq n /2	I Lo (24) 

The kinetic energy of a rigid body immersed in an ideal fluid can be expressed as follows: 

FN � CD i/2jF rsN tFNtN XN u i/2j (25) 

Here, sv is the added mass matrix, Xv the added inertia matrix, and tv the added cross-term. These matrices are determined 

by the body shape and fluid density. 

The total glider-fluid kinetic energy is expressed as: 

F � Fh � FL � FN (26) 

Here, the inertia of the total system is expressed as: 

R � w�;R3�3 � YLR3�3 � sy −YL	G3 � tzy YLR3�3YL	G3 � ty X; − �3	G3	G3 � Xy YL	G3YLR3�3 −�3	G3 YLR3�3
{ (27) 

J, c, and J� can be calculated as follows: 

J � |F|0 � T��R}�} � svU/ � t.v2 � ��T/ � 2 � 	� � 	I �U (28) 

c � |F|2 � t./ � TX� � XvU2 � ��	l�T/ � 2 � 	� � 	I �U (29) 

J� � ��T/ � 2 � 	� � 	I �U (30) 

The design of this glider can be regarded as symmetric about three planes for calculation convenience, where sv and Xv 

are diagonal matrices, and tv � &. Let sv � �>~dT�ve �v� �v}U and Xv � �>~dT�ve �v� �v}U. 

s � ��R}�} � sv � n�e 0 00 �� 00 0 �}o (31) 

X � X� � Xv � n�e 0 00 �� 00 0 �}o (32) 

The linear and angular momentum can be expressed as: 

p JcJ3q � R n /2	I Lo (33) 

Here, the inertia matrix R is expressed as: 

R � pYLR}�} � " −YL	l� YLR}�}YL	l� X − ��	l�	l� YL	l�YLR}�} −��	l� YLR}�}q (34) 
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From Eq. (33), it is obtained 

n /2	I Lo � R−C p JcJ3q (35) 

The inverse of the inertia matrix is expressed as: 

R�C �
⎝
⎜⎛

s�C 0 s�C& X�C −X�C	l�s�C 	l�X�C s�C − 	l�X�C	l� � 1YL R}�}⎠
⎟⎞ (36) 

The position of the piston can be represented as: 

	� � 	�^ � �� (37) 

	�^ is the initial position of the piston, the position coordinates of the piston can also be expressed as: 

	I � � �I � (38) 

Combining the equations above, the equations of motion governing an HTAUV propagating in a three-dimensional space 

are expressed as follows: 

⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜⎛

7I'I2I/I	I �J�JI �YI �⎠
⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟⎞ �

⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎛ 72G7/X�CVs�C��I � ��T/ � 2 � 	� � 	I �Ug�2���I � ⎠

⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎞

 (39) 

The total moment and force are expressed as follows: 

V � TX2 � 	l�J�U � 2 � s/ � / � 2 � 	� � J� � ��	l�d7F[ � VOBP − 	l�g� (40) 

� � Ts/ � J�U � 2 � ��d7F[ � �OBP − g� (41) 

Here, VOBP and �OBP are the hydrodynamic moment, lift, and drag forces exerted on the glider, respectively. 

The purpose of this paper is to study pitch control for the HTAUV using the elevator in the vertical plane. Therefore, the 

set of motion control equations in three-dimensional space has been simplified to the set of equations in the vertical plane [17]. 

)I � 0e9:;� � 0};>?� (42) 

,I � −0e;>?� � 0}9:;� (43) 

�I � �� (44) 

0Ie � 1�e �T−�}0}�� − ��}��U − ��d;>?� � ( ;>?� − �9:;�- − ��e (45) 

0I} � 1�} �T−�e0e�� � ��e��U � ��d9:;� − ( 9:;� � �;>?�- − ��} (46) 
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��I � 1�� � (�} − �e-0e0} − T��e��e � ��}��}U��−�d(��� 9:; � � ��� ;>? �- � "#$ − ��}��e � ��e��}� 
(47) 

�I�e � �I�e (48) 

��e � ��T0e � ����} � �I�eU (49) 

��} � ��T0} − ����eU (50) 

�I�e � ��e (51) 

�I�} � ��} (52) 

�I � � 2���I�e (53) 

� � ~�9�~? 0}0e (54) 

� � � − � (55) 

Here, ) and , are the horizontal and vertical displacements of the HTAUV in the inertial frame, respectively; � is the angle of 

attack; � is the pitching angle; � is the gliding angle; 0e and 0} are the velocity components of the HTAUV along the x-axes 

and z-axes in the body frame, respectively; ��� and ���  are the mass center of the HTAUV along the x-axes and z-axes in the 

body frame, respectively; �� represents the pitch angular velocity of the HTAUV rotating about the y-axis of the body frame; 

L is the hydrodynamic lift; D is the hydrodynamic drag; "#$ represents the pitching moment yielded by the hydrodynamic 

analysis; �e and �} represent the added mass along the x-axes and z-axes, respectively; �� represents the moment of inertia 

rotating about the y-axis; ��e and ��} represent the momenta of piston along the x-axes and z-axes, respectively. 

3. Hydrodynamic Analysis 

The various hydrodynamic parameters of underwater equipment in operation are obtained very accurately through 

experiments. Due to the development of computer software technology, more and more researchers are utilizing computer 

software to simulate the actual experimental process. Compared to traditional experiments, computer simulation will be faster 

and cheaper to obtain simulation data that are more consistent with experimental results. In this paper, Ansys Fluent was used 

to simulate the hydrodynamic behavior of HTAUV. 

 

Fig. 6 Non-structural grid of CFD simulation [15] 
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The simulation domain is a rectangular body with dimensions of 14 m in length, and 6 m in both width and height, and 

the inlet of the simulation domain is 5 m away from the center of buoyancy of the HTAUV. The k-omega shear-stress-transport 

(SST) model is selected as the turbulence model for this simulation [18], as it is widely used for simulating underwater 

equipment. CFD is an efficient and fast simulation tool, which can complete a complex experimental process in the shortest 

time and with the least cost, greatly facilitating the progress of research. Simulation results can be used to understand the water 

flow around the HTAUV. Due to the complexity of the HTAUV structure, a non-structural grid is used for the CFD simulation 

in this paper, with a total grid number of about 3,790,000 and a Y-plus of less than 1. The CFD simulation conditions are as 

follows: the entrance velocity is from 0.25 m/s to 1.5 m/s with a velocity interval of 0.25 m/s; the angle of attack is from -12 

degrees to +12 degrees with an angular interval of 2 degrees; and the deflection angle of the elevator is from -16 degrees to 

+16 degrees with a deflection angle interval of 2 degrees. The created grid is shown in Fig.6. 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the current velocity contours of the elevator at different deflection angles during the upward and 

downward dives, respectively. Since the HTAUV is an approximately symmetric structure about the xz plane, an isosurface is 

created at the xz plane in the Ansys Fluent post-processing to observe the behavior of the fluid in the vicinity of the elevator. 

The elevator is marked by a red circle in the figures, with a positive deflection angle corresponding to downward deflection 

and a negative deflection angle corresponding to upward deflection. 

 

Fig. 7 Velocity contour during surfacing Fig. 8 Velocity contour during dive 

Based on the above two figures, it can be concluded that during the surfacing process, if the elevator deflection angle is 

positive, the current wake caused by the fixed airfoil will affect the elevator, leading to unstable simulation data. Similarly, 

during a dive, a negative deflection angle of the elevator will also cause disturbance from the current wake, resulting in unstable 

simulation results. To achieve a stable glide of the HTAUV underwater, it is recommended to set a positive deflection angle 

of the elevator during a dive and a negative deflection angle during surfacing. Fig. 9 illustrates the fluid velocity contours in 

the vicinity of the HTAUV body at an angle of attack of 2 degrees and a velocity of 0.5 m/s. 

 

Fig. 9 Velocity contour around HTAUV 
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Fig. 10 Relationship between hydrodynamic lift and elevator deflection angle 

 

 

Fig. 11 Relationship between hydrodynamic drag and elevator deflection angle 

 

 

Fig. 12 Relationship between hydrodynamic moment and elevator deflection angle 
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To determine the relationship between hydrodynamic parameters and elevator angle, Ansys Fluent was used to simulate 

and gather hydrodynamic data, including hydrodynamic lift, hydrodynamic drag, and hydrodynamic moment. In this paper, 

the least squares method is used to fit the simulation data. Firstly, the relationship between hydrodynamic coefficients and 

angle of attack and velocity is derived by assuming that the deflection angle of the elevator is 0. Then, the relationship between 

hydrodynamic forces and the deflection angle of the elevator is fitted for a fixed velocity and angle of attack. Figs. 10-12 depict 

statistical graphs of the hydrodynamic data under different elevator deflection angles, with a simulation glide speed of 0.5 m/s. 

Based on the hydrodynamic relationship diagram, it can be concluded that when the angle of attack and velocity are fixed, 

the absolute values of hydrodynamic lift, drag, and the moment all increase in an approximately linearly proportional manner 

as the elevator deflection angle increases. Therefore, the relationship between hydrodynamic force and elevator deflection 

angle can be expressed using the following equation: 

 � (�$� � �$�-�� � �$���� (56) 

� � (�#� � �#��-�� � �#���� (57) 

"#$ � (��� � ���-�� � ������ (58) 

Here, �$� and �$ are hydrodynamic lift parameters, with �$� representing the parameter at an angle of attack of 0; �$�  is the 

hydrodynamic lift parameter associated with the angle of deflection of the elevator; δ represents the deflection angle of the 

elevator. Similarly, �#� and �# are hydrodynamic drag parameters, and �#�  is the hydrodynamic drag parameter associated 

with the angle of deflection of the elevator. ��� and �� are hydrodynamic moment parameters, and ���  is the hydrodynamic 

moment parameter associated with the angle of deflection of the elevator. Since the HTAUV is approximately symmetric in 

structure about the xz plane, the hydrodynamic changes caused by the elevator deflection angle during upward and downward 

dives can be considered approximately equal. 

4. Simulation Results 

 
Fig. 13 Comparison of pitching angle 

The equations of motion for the HTAUV and the corresponding hydrodynamic expressions caused by the angle of 

deflection of the elevator have been obtained. Matlab/Simulink was used to simulate the motion of the HTAUV concerning 

the displacement of the piston in the buoyancy engine and the deflection angle of the elevator. When the piston absorbs water, 

the buoyancy of the HTAUV decreases, leading it to sink as gravity is larger than the buoyancy. However, under the influence 
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of the hydrodynamic force generated by the fixed wing, the HTAUV begins to glide forward. The gliding attitude of the 

HTAUV underwater can be adjusted by controlling the downward deflection angle of the elevator. Figs. 13-15 depict a 

comparison of simulation data for the HTAUV with and without elevators under the same net buoyancy conditions. 

 

Fig. 14 Comparison of gliding velocity 

 

 

Fig. 15 Comparison of diving depth 

Fig. 13 shows the simulation curves for pitch angle under two different conditions. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 present the 

comparison curves for the glide speed and dive depth, respectively. It is clear from the comparisons in Figs. 13 to 15 that the 

simulation results with elevators involved are greater than those without elevators. In the case of equal net buoyancy, the glide 

speed, pitch angle, and dive depth of HTAUV after the positive deflection of the elevator angle during the dive are larger than 

the values of the elevator without deflection. The same result can be found when the elevator undergoes a negative deflection 

during the surfacing process, i.e., the glide parameter with the elevator is larger than the value without the elevator. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper presents a new design for an HTAUV that consists of dual-cylinder hulls and analyzes its pitching motion 

using elevators and a buoyancy engine. Specifically, the study focuses on the motion of the HTAUV that is influenced by the 
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deflection angle of the elevators. To investigate this relationship, the hydrodynamic parameters of the HTAUV and the 

deflection angle of the elevators were studied through CFD simulations. The hydrodynamic parameters of HTAUV including 

hydrodynamic lift, drag, and hydrodynamic moment are obtained through CFD simulation. The post-processing operation of 

the simulation results in Ansys Fluent enabling easy observation of the fluid behavior in the vicinity of the HTAUV and 

elevator.  

In MATLAB, the hydrodynamic data were fitted to obtain the relationship between variations in hydrodynamic forces 

and the deflection angle of the elevator, considering a given angle of attack and velocity. This process resulted in deriving 

mathematical equations for the hydrodynamic forces concerning the velocity, angle of attack, and deflection angle of the 

elevator. In the motion simulation of the HTAUV, when the elevator is deflected, the resulting glide velocity, glide angle, and 

pitch angle of the HTAUV are larger compared to the results obtained when the elevator is not deflected, all under the same 

net buoyancy condition. In this paper, the relationship between the pitch attitude of the HTAUV in the vertical plane and the 

elevator deflection angle is considered, and the accuracy of the simulation results in this paper will be verified utilizing 

experiments in the future. 
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